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GENDER DIVERSITY IN HIGH SCHOOL

High School Credits Earned in 
Mathematics and Science, by Gender, 
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GENDER DIVERSITY IN HIGHER CS EDUCATION

CRA survey across 179 departments
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

• Stereotype threat 

• Self confidence 

• Bias in classroom, advising 

• Lack of women faculty, mentors, role models 

• …



GENDER DIVERSITY IN TECH COMPANIES

Underrepresentation in tech companies

Company Male Female
Twitter 90% 10%

Yahoo 85% 15%
Facebook 85% 15%
LinkedIn 83% 17%
Microsoft 83% 17%
Google 82% 18%
Apple 80% 20%



Company Male Female
Twitter 90% 10%

Yahoo 85% 15%
Facebook 85% 15%
LinkedIn 83% 17%
Microsoft 83% 17%
Google 82% 18%
Apple 80% 20%

Even worse in OSS!

10.9%

GENDER DIVERSITY IN OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

FLOSS 2013: A survey dataset about free software contributors: challenges for curating, sharing, and 
combining G Robles, L Arjona-Reina, B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, JM Gonzalez-Barahona. MSR 2014



Reports of active discrimination and 
sexism towards women.

The “hacker” culture is male-dominated 
and unfriendly to women.

GENDER DIVERSITY IN OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

[Turkle, S. The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit. MIT Press, 2005]

[Nafus, D. ‘Patches don’t have gender’: What is not open in open source software. 
New Media & Society 14, 4 (2012), 669–683]



• Programming in a socially networked world: the 
evolution of the social programmer
C Treude, F Figueira Filho, B Cleary, MA Storey. 
FutureCSD-CSCW 2012
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ashley williams
ashleygwilliams

npm, inc
ridgewood, queens, NYC
ashley666ashley@gmail.com
http://ashleygwilliams.github.io/
Joined on Oct 31, 2011
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 ' Contributions  ( Repositories  ) Public activity

Search GitHub * +

++  FollowFollow , 

Popular repositories

( breakfast-repo
a collection of videos, recordings, and podcast…

208 ⋆

( x86-kernel
a simple x86 kernel, extended with Rust

48 ⋆

( ashleygwilliams.github.io
hi, i'm ashley. nice to meet you.

37 ⋆

( jsconf-2015-deck
deck for jsconf2015 talk, "if you wish to learn e…

32 ⋆

( ratpack
sinatra boilerplate using activerecord, sqlite, a…

32 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

( npm/docs
The place where all the npm docs live.

44 ⋆

( mozilla/publish.webmaker.org
The teach.org publishing service for goggles a…

2 ⋆

( npm/marky-markdown
npm's markdown parser

104 ⋆

( artisan-tattoo/assistant-frontend
ember client for assistant-API

5 ⋆

( npm/npm-camp
a community conference for all things npm

1 ⋆

Summary of pull requests, issues opened, and commits. Learn how we count contributions. Less  More
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1,886 total
Jan 24, 2015 – Jan 24, 2016

Longest streak

37 days
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January 18 – January 24
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• Social networking meets software development: 
Perspectives from GitHub, MSDN, Stack 
Exchange, and TopCoder
A Begel, J Bosch, MA Storey. IEEE Software 2013

• Social coding in GitHub: transparency and 
collaboration in an open software repository
L Dabbish, C Stuart, J Tsay, J Herbsleb.  
CSCW 2012

THE EVOLUTION OF THE “SOCIAL PROGRAMMER”



• Stack Overflow 2015 Developer Survey (26,086 people from 157 countries)
http://stackoverflow.com/research/developer-survey-2015#profile-gender

• Exploring the data on gender and GitHub repo ownership
Alyssa Frazee. http://alyssafrazee.com/gender-and-github-code.html

• Google Diversity (2015) www.google.com/diversity/index.html#chart 
• Inside Microsoft (2015) https://goo.gl/nT4YiI 

10.9% 18% 17%

5.8% ~5%

GENDER DIVERSITY IN SOCIAL CODING ENVIRONMENTS

http://stackoverflow.com/research/developer-survey-2015#profile-gender
http://alyssafrazee.com/gender-and-github-code.html
http://www.google.com/diversity/index.html#chart
https://goo.gl/nT4YiI


SOME ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION

“I have used a fake GitHub handle 
(my normal GitHub handle is my 
first name, which is a distinctly 
female name) so that people would 
assume I was male”

• Perceptions of Diversity on GitHub: A User Survey. Vasilescu, B., Filkov, V., and Serebrenik, A. International 
Workshop on Cooperative and Human Aspects of Software Engineering, CHASE, IEEE (2015), 50–56.



SOME ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION

“I have used a fake GitHub handle 
(my normal GitHub handle is my 
first name, which is a distinctly 
female name) so that people would 
assume I was male”

• Perceptions of Diversity on GitHub: A User Survey. Vasilescu, B., Filkov, V., and Serebrenik, A. International 
Workshop on Cooperative and Human Aspects of Software Engineering, CHASE, IEEE (2015), 50–56.

Does diversity add 
any value in GitHub 

teams?



DIVERSITY IS RECOGNIZED AS VALUABLE
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DIVERSITY IS RECOGNIZED AS VALUABLE

“Driver of internal innovation 
and business growth” [Forbes]

Companies with diverse 
executive boards have higher 
earnings and returns on equity 
[McKinsey]

• Salancik, G. R., and Pfeffer, J. A social information processing approach 
to job attitudes and task design. Admin. Sci. Quart. 23, 2 (1978), 224–253

→   INFORMATION PROCESSING THEORY

BENEFITS:
• access to different networks 
• broader views 
• creativity 
• adaptability 
• problem solving 
…



DIVERSITY IN SOFTWARE TEAMS?

HIGHER RISK OF:
• communication 

breakdown 
• conflict 
• confusion 
• stress 
• discrimination 
…

vs.



DIVERSITY IN SOFTWARE TEAMS?

HIGHER RISK OF:
• communication 

breakdown 
• conflict 
• confusion 
• stress 
• discrimination 
…

vs.

• Tajfel, H. Social psychology of intergroup 
relations. Annu. Rev. Psychol. 33, 1 (1982), 1–39

• Byrne, D. E. The attraction paradigm. Personality 
and psychopathology. Academic Press, 1971

→ SIMILARITY ATTRACTION THEORY

→ SOCIAL IDENTITY, SOCIAL CATEGORIZATION THEORY



NATURAL EXPERIMENT

1. Mine data from many collaborative projects

• Gender and tenure diversity in GitHub teams. Vasilescu, B., Posnett, D., Ray, B., Brand, M.G.J. van den, Serebrenik, 
A., Devanbu, P., and Filkov, V. CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI, ACM (2015), 3789–3798.
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NATURAL EXPERIMENT

1. Mine data from many collaborative projects

2. Compare outputs produced per unit time 
in more/less diverse teams

• Gender and tenure diversity in GitHub teams. Vasilescu, B., Posnett, D., Ray, B., Brand, M.G.J. van den, Serebrenik, 
A., Devanbu, P., and Filkov, V. CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI, ACM (2015), 3789–3798.

Gender diversity  
= mix women/men  
Simplifying assumption: 

gender is binary GitHub coding experience

Tenure diversity  
= mix junior/senior



Trace data available 
@ghtorrent 
[Gousios et al]

World’s largest open 
source community

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



OSS as meritocracy; 
contribution quality as 
main driver of impression 
formation 
[Dabbish et al, Marlow et al]

Theoretical

Technical

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



Theoretical

Technical

Demographics are 
less salient in OSS 
[Riordan & Shore]

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



Theoretical

Technical

Anyone can 
contribute to any 
repository.  
Who’s on a team?

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



Theoretical

Technical

Gender is not 
explicitly recorded

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



Theoretical

Technical

People contribute 
under multiple aliases

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



Theoretical

Technical

How to analyze 
such large-scale 
longitudinal trace 
data?

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES



APPROACH: MIXED METHODS

Powered by

Diversity survey
Welcome to our GitHub diversity survey!

This survey is aimed at developing a better understanding of the role played by gender, age, and 
national origin in distributed software engineering teams.

Your participation is voluntary and con@dential. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to 
complete self-report measures that tell us a bit about your perceptions of and interactions with 
other developers on GitHub. Participation in this survey is expected to take about 10 minutes of 
your time. None of the questions is mandatory. Should you prefer not to answer some of the 
questions, please feel free to skip them.

The survey has a purely academic nature and is conducted by a team of computer science 
researchers from Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands (Bogdan Vasilescu 
<b.n.vasilescu@tue.nl>, Alexander Serebrenik <a.serebrenik@tue.nl>, and Mark van den Brand 
<M.G.J.v.d.Brand@tue.nl>).

We thank you in advance for your participation in this study. We plan to include the results of this 
survey in a scienti@c publication. Individual responses cannot be traced back to an individual 
respondent. However, expressing your interest to be informed about any resulting publication will 
require a contact email address.

If you have any additional comments, please feel free to use the text box at the end, or to contact 
us directly.

* Required

Do you consent to participate in the survey? *

 Yes

 No

12% completed

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Continue »

Edit this form

+

• Perceptions of Diversity on GitHub: A User Survey. Vasilescu, B., Filkov, V., and Serebrenik, A. International 
Workshop on Cooperative and Human Aspects of Software Engineering, CHASE, IEEE (2015), 50–56.



What do people perceive constitutes a team?

Do people recognize differences among others on 
their team? 

Which differences are more prominent?

How is diversity perceived to influence 
collaboration?

SURVEY: QUESTIONS

• Perceptions of Diversity on GitHub: A User Survey. Vasilescu, B., Filkov, V., and Serebrenik, A. International 
Workshop on Cooperative and Human Aspects of Software Engineering, CHASE, IEEE (2015), 50–56.



SURVEY: GEOGRAPHY (1)

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%

72 countries



SURVEY: GEOGRAPHY (2)

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%
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SURVEY: AGE & EXPERIENCE

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%
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SURVEY: OCCUPATIONS

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%

TABLE I
TOP TEN COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE AND NATIONALITIES.
Residence # % Nationality # %
USA 258 32.35 USA 213 26.84
Germany 53 6.50 Germany 56 6.86
France 43 5.27 France 54 6.62
UK 40 4.90 Russia 41 5.02
Canada 34 4.17 UK 34 4.17
Russia 32 3.92 Canada 30 3.68
Brazil 22 2.70 India 27 3.31
India 20 2.45 Brazil 25 3.06
Sweden 20 2.45 Italy 22 2.70
Netherlands 18 2.21 Poland 21 2.57

TABLE II
RESPONDENT OCCUPATIONS (MULTIPLE POSSIBLE PER PERSON).

Occupation %
Web developer 59.70
Manager / Team leader 21.50
Student 20.64
Desktop software developer 21.25
Mobile application developer 19.16
IT staff / System administrator 15.48
Academic 13.51
Other 13.14
Database administrator 9.95
Embedded application developer 9.46
I don’t work in tech 2.58

We wish to understand whether there are significant differ-
ences between female and male respondents (the only groups
with sufficient data for statistical tests) with respect to differ-
ent demographic attributes: response time, age, occupation,
nationality, IT/programming experience, and ownership of
GITHUB repositories. Since the groups are unbalanced (female
24%; male 75%), we randomly subsample the male group
1000 times, and report median statistical significance results
and median effect sizes after the 1000 runs.

We found significant differences between the occupations
reported by female and male respondents (�2 tests of in-
dependence male vs. female, per occupation), with sizable
albeit small effects, as described next. In decreasing order of
Cramér’s V measure of effect size, male respondents are over-
represented as IT staff/system administrators (V =0.24; odds
ratio OR=0.18; p⇤⇤⇤=5.45⇥10�6), mobile app developers
(V =0.19; OR=0.32; p⇤⇤⇤=1.90⇥10�4), desktop developers
(V =0.16; OR=0.43; p⇤⇤=2.74⇥10�3), database adminis-
trators (V =0.11; OR=0.43; p⇤=0.04), managers/team lead-
ers (V =0.11; OR=0.57; p⇤=0.04), or web developers (V =
0.11; OR=0.65; p⇤=0.04). Female respondents are over-
represented as academics (V =0.12; OR=1.92; p⇤=0.03).
There are no significant gender differences among students
(p=0.39), embedded software developers (p=0.15), and other
occupations (p=0.15). In terms of number of occupations
reported per person, we found significant differences between
female and male respondents (WMW p⇤⇤⇤=4.43⇥10�6), but
negligible effect sizes (Hodges-Lehmann point estimate for
median difference �̂=3.28⇥10�5).

We did not find significant age differences between gen-
ders (median female=male=29; p=0.72); a slight difference
in response time (female: 7.66h; male: 6.64h; �̂=�1.07;
p�=0.08); and a significant difference in number of years of
IT/programming experience (male: 9; female: 6; �̂=2.00;
p⇤⇤⇤=2.06⇥10�4). In previous work we found that females

account for only 9% on GITHUB [7]. These results suggest
that women are not only underrepresented on GITHUB, but
also under-experienced compared to men. That is, the �̂=2.00
value means that the difference in experience between male
and female respondents, as seen by the WMW rank-sum test,
would only disappear if the experience of each female would
increase by 2 years (or, equivalently, the experience of each
male would decrease by 2 years).

Genders are also represented differentially across nation-
alities. Since there is insufficient data for statistical tests, we
present the distribution of the fraction of female respondents
among the countries with 20 or more respondents visually in
Figure 2. Four countries stand out: in USA (37.1% female; 213
respondents) and Brazil (44%; 25) the fraction of female re-
spondents is more than one median absolute deviation (MAD)
higher than the median; in contrast, in Germany (14.3%; 56)
and Russia (14.6%; 41) the fraction of female respondents is
more than one MAD lower than the median.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of female respondents, per nationality. Only countries with
at least 20 respondents shown. Median=0.238 (solid). MAD=0.083 (dotted).

Finally, we investigated gender differences in usage of
GITHUB. We found that female respondents own significantly
fewer public repositories than males do (V =0.13; OR=
0.45; p⇤=0.01), although there is no difference in ownership
of private repositories (WMW p=0.36). Furthermore, we
investigated gender differences in usage of different GITHUB
features (pushing commits; submitting pull requests; reporting
issues; reviewing and closing pull requests; participating in
discussions on commits, pull requests, or issues; watching;
forking; and following) among the top users of each feature
(i.e., respondents who reported using that feature frequently).
We could only find a significant difference with respect to
watching repositories: significantly fewer female respondents
watch repositories frequently compared to males (V =0.16;
OR=0.46; p⇤⇤=0.002). We conjecture that the gender dis-
parity in having public repositories on GITHUB, despite the
otherwise indistinguishable feature usage of active female and
male users (except for watching, as mentioned), may be related
to the so-called “impostor syndrome” that women program-
mers reportedly suffer from [24]: despite being knowledgeable
and professionally well-settled, women may be more reluctant
to publicly display their work. This is especially plausible
on GITHUB, where heavy users are known to have a “clear
awareness of the audience for their actions”, which influences
how they behave and how they construct their actions [10].



SURVEY: OCCUPATIONS + MEN

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%

TABLE I
TOP TEN COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE AND NATIONALITIES.
Residence # % Nationality # %
USA 258 32.35 USA 213 26.84
Germany 53 6.50 Germany 56 6.86
France 43 5.27 France 54 6.62
UK 40 4.90 Russia 41 5.02
Canada 34 4.17 UK 34 4.17
Russia 32 3.92 Canada 30 3.68
Brazil 22 2.70 India 27 3.31
India 20 2.45 Brazil 25 3.06
Sweden 20 2.45 Italy 22 2.70
Netherlands 18 2.21 Poland 21 2.57

TABLE II
RESPONDENT OCCUPATIONS (MULTIPLE POSSIBLE PER PERSON).

Occupation %
Web developer 59.70
Manager / Team leader 21.50
Student 20.64
Desktop software developer 21.25
Mobile application developer 19.16
IT staff / System administrator 15.48
Academic 13.51
Other 13.14
Database administrator 9.95
Embedded application developer 9.46
I don’t work in tech 2.58

We wish to understand whether there are significant differ-
ences between female and male respondents (the only groups
with sufficient data for statistical tests) with respect to differ-
ent demographic attributes: response time, age, occupation,
nationality, IT/programming experience, and ownership of
GITHUB repositories. Since the groups are unbalanced (female
24%; male 75%), we randomly subsample the male group
1000 times, and report median statistical significance results
and median effect sizes after the 1000 runs.

We found significant differences between the occupations
reported by female and male respondents (�2 tests of in-
dependence male vs. female, per occupation), with sizable
albeit small effects, as described next. In decreasing order of
Cramér’s V measure of effect size, male respondents are over-
represented as IT staff/system administrators (V =0.24; odds
ratio OR=0.18; p⇤⇤⇤=5.45⇥10�6), mobile app developers
(V =0.19; OR=0.32; p⇤⇤⇤=1.90⇥10�4), desktop developers
(V =0.16; OR=0.43; p⇤⇤=2.74⇥10�3), database adminis-
trators (V =0.11; OR=0.43; p⇤=0.04), managers/team lead-
ers (V =0.11; OR=0.57; p⇤=0.04), or web developers (V =
0.11; OR=0.65; p⇤=0.04). Female respondents are over-
represented as academics (V =0.12; OR=1.92; p⇤=0.03).
There are no significant gender differences among students
(p=0.39), embedded software developers (p=0.15), and other
occupations (p=0.15). In terms of number of occupations
reported per person, we found significant differences between
female and male respondents (WMW p⇤⇤⇤=4.43⇥10�6), but
negligible effect sizes (Hodges-Lehmann point estimate for
median difference �̂=3.28⇥10�5).

We did not find significant age differences between gen-
ders (median female=male=29; p=0.72); a slight difference
in response time (female: 7.66h; male: 6.64h; �̂=�1.07;
p�=0.08); and a significant difference in number of years of
IT/programming experience (male: 9; female: 6; �̂=2.00;
p⇤⇤⇤=2.06⇥10�4). In previous work we found that females

account for only 9% on GITHUB [7]. These results suggest
that women are not only underrepresented on GITHUB, but
also under-experienced compared to men. That is, the �̂=2.00
value means that the difference in experience between male
and female respondents, as seen by the WMW rank-sum test,
would only disappear if the experience of each female would
increase by 2 years (or, equivalently, the experience of each
male would decrease by 2 years).

Genders are also represented differentially across nation-
alities. Since there is insufficient data for statistical tests, we
present the distribution of the fraction of female respondents
among the countries with 20 or more respondents visually in
Figure 2. Four countries stand out: in USA (37.1% female; 213
respondents) and Brazil (44%; 25) the fraction of female re-
spondents is more than one median absolute deviation (MAD)
higher than the median; in contrast, in Germany (14.3%; 56)
and Russia (14.6%; 41) the fraction of female respondents is
more than one MAD lower than the median.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of female respondents, per nationality. Only countries with
at least 20 respondents shown. Median=0.238 (solid). MAD=0.083 (dotted).

Finally, we investigated gender differences in usage of
GITHUB. We found that female respondents own significantly
fewer public repositories than males do (V =0.13; OR=
0.45; p⇤=0.01), although there is no difference in ownership
of private repositories (WMW p=0.36). Furthermore, we
investigated gender differences in usage of different GITHUB
features (pushing commits; submitting pull requests; reporting
issues; reviewing and closing pull requests; participating in
discussions on commits, pull requests, or issues; watching;
forking; and following) among the top users of each feature
(i.e., respondents who reported using that feature frequently).
We could only find a significant difference with respect to
watching repositories: significantly fewer female respondents
watch repositories frequently compared to males (V =0.16;
OR=0.46; p⇤⇤=0.002). We conjecture that the gender dis-
parity in having public repositories on GITHUB, despite the
otherwise indistinguishable feature usage of active female and
male users (except for watching, as mentioned), may be related
to the so-called “impostor syndrome” that women program-
mers reportedly suffer from [24]: despite being knowledgeable
and professionally well-settled, women may be more reluctant
to publicly display their work. This is especially plausible
on GITHUB, where heavy users are known to have a “clear
awareness of the audience for their actions”, which influences
how they behave and how they construct their actions [10].



SURVEY: OCCUPATIONS + WOMEN

4,500 invitations, 816 responses  
F 24%

M 75%

TABLE I
TOP TEN COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE AND NATIONALITIES.
Residence # % Nationality # %
USA 258 32.35 USA 213 26.84
Germany 53 6.50 Germany 56 6.86
France 43 5.27 France 54 6.62
UK 40 4.90 Russia 41 5.02
Canada 34 4.17 UK 34 4.17
Russia 32 3.92 Canada 30 3.68
Brazil 22 2.70 India 27 3.31
India 20 2.45 Brazil 25 3.06
Sweden 20 2.45 Italy 22 2.70
Netherlands 18 2.21 Poland 21 2.57

TABLE II
RESPONDENT OCCUPATIONS (MULTIPLE POSSIBLE PER PERSON).

Occupation %
Web developer 59.70
Manager / Team leader 21.50
Student 20.64
Desktop software developer 21.25
Mobile application developer 19.16
IT staff / System administrator 15.48
Academic 13.51
Other 13.14
Database administrator 9.95
Embedded application developer 9.46
I don’t work in tech 2.58

We wish to understand whether there are significant differ-
ences between female and male respondents (the only groups
with sufficient data for statistical tests) with respect to differ-
ent demographic attributes: response time, age, occupation,
nationality, IT/programming experience, and ownership of
GITHUB repositories. Since the groups are unbalanced (female
24%; male 75%), we randomly subsample the male group
1000 times, and report median statistical significance results
and median effect sizes after the 1000 runs.

We found significant differences between the occupations
reported by female and male respondents (�2 tests of in-
dependence male vs. female, per occupation), with sizable
albeit small effects, as described next. In decreasing order of
Cramér’s V measure of effect size, male respondents are over-
represented as IT staff/system administrators (V =0.24; odds
ratio OR=0.18; p⇤⇤⇤=5.45⇥10�6), mobile app developers
(V =0.19; OR=0.32; p⇤⇤⇤=1.90⇥10�4), desktop developers
(V =0.16; OR=0.43; p⇤⇤=2.74⇥10�3), database adminis-
trators (V =0.11; OR=0.43; p⇤=0.04), managers/team lead-
ers (V =0.11; OR=0.57; p⇤=0.04), or web developers (V =
0.11; OR=0.65; p⇤=0.04). Female respondents are over-
represented as academics (V =0.12; OR=1.92; p⇤=0.03).
There are no significant gender differences among students
(p=0.39), embedded software developers (p=0.15), and other
occupations (p=0.15). In terms of number of occupations
reported per person, we found significant differences between
female and male respondents (WMW p⇤⇤⇤=4.43⇥10�6), but
negligible effect sizes (Hodges-Lehmann point estimate for
median difference �̂=3.28⇥10�5).

We did not find significant age differences between gen-
ders (median female=male=29; p=0.72); a slight difference
in response time (female: 7.66h; male: 6.64h; �̂=�1.07;
p�=0.08); and a significant difference in number of years of
IT/programming experience (male: 9; female: 6; �̂=2.00;
p⇤⇤⇤=2.06⇥10�4). In previous work we found that females

account for only 9% on GITHUB [7]. These results suggest
that women are not only underrepresented on GITHUB, but
also under-experienced compared to men. That is, the �̂=2.00
value means that the difference in experience between male
and female respondents, as seen by the WMW rank-sum test,
would only disappear if the experience of each female would
increase by 2 years (or, equivalently, the experience of each
male would decrease by 2 years).

Genders are also represented differentially across nation-
alities. Since there is insufficient data for statistical tests, we
present the distribution of the fraction of female respondents
among the countries with 20 or more respondents visually in
Figure 2. Four countries stand out: in USA (37.1% female; 213
respondents) and Brazil (44%; 25) the fraction of female re-
spondents is more than one median absolute deviation (MAD)
higher than the median; in contrast, in Germany (14.3%; 56)
and Russia (14.6%; 41) the fraction of female respondents is
more than one MAD lower than the median.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of female respondents, per nationality. Only countries with
at least 20 respondents shown. Median=0.238 (solid). MAD=0.083 (dotted).

Finally, we investigated gender differences in usage of
GITHUB. We found that female respondents own significantly
fewer public repositories than males do (V =0.13; OR=
0.45; p⇤=0.01), although there is no difference in ownership
of private repositories (WMW p=0.36). Furthermore, we
investigated gender differences in usage of different GITHUB
features (pushing commits; submitting pull requests; reporting
issues; reviewing and closing pull requests; participating in
discussions on commits, pull requests, or issues; watching;
forking; and following) among the top users of each feature
(i.e., respondents who reported using that feature frequently).
We could only find a significant difference with respect to
watching repositories: significantly fewer female respondents
watch repositories frequently compared to males (V =0.16;
OR=0.46; p⇤⇤=0.002). We conjecture that the gender dis-
parity in having public repositories on GITHUB, despite the
otherwise indistinguishable feature usage of active female and
male users (except for watching, as mentioned), may be related
to the so-called “impostor syndrome” that women program-
mers reportedly suffer from [24]: despite being knowledgeable
and professionally well-settled, women may be more reluctant
to publicly display their work. This is especially plausible
on GITHUB, where heavy users are known to have a “clear
awareness of the audience for their actions”, which influences
how they behave and how they construct their actions [10].
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• The repository owner and others who can 
push directly 

• People who contribute code frequently 
• People who work on my particular feature/

branch 

• Everyone who does something in this 
repository#1 (72%)

Everyone

Whom do you consider part of your team?

less inclusive

more inclusive
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Which of the following characteristics of your team 
members are you aware of?

SURVEY: SALIENCE OF DEMOGRAPHICS + WOMEN



Meritocracy; no effects of diversity

Experiences working in a diverse team

“code sees no color or gender”

“any demographic identity is irrelevant”

“more about the contributions to the code 
than the ‘characteristics’ of the person”

SURVEY: VIEWS ON DIVERSITY (1)



“diverse viewpoints often lead to 
lively discussions and new ideas”

“in general it is always enriching to 
communicate with someone different”

Positive effects of diversity

“diversity in the body of folks willing 
to interact and contribute works to 
strengthen the usability of the library”

Experiences working in a diverse team

SURVEY: VIEWS ON DIVERSITY (2)



“I have used a fake GitHub handle (my normal GitHub 
handle is my first name, which is a distinctly female 

name) so that people would assume I was male”

“interactions are usually positive too, with 
occasional sexism, but nothing more then one 

encounters in the rest of life”

Negative effects of diversity

“… caused me to leave a project”

Gender related

Experiences working in a diverse team

SURVEY: VIEWS ON DIVERSITY (3)



APPROACH: MIXED METHODS

+

Powered by

Diversity survey
Welcome to our GitHub diversity survey!

This survey is aimed at developing a better understanding of the role played by gender, age, and 
national origin in distributed software engineering teams.

Your participation is voluntary and con@dential. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to 
complete self-report measures that tell us a bit about your perceptions of and interactions with 
other developers on GitHub. Participation in this survey is expected to take about 10 minutes of 
your time. None of the questions is mandatory. Should you prefer not to answer some of the 
questions, please feel free to skip them.

The survey has a purely academic nature and is conducted by a team of computer science 
researchers from Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands (Bogdan Vasilescu 
<b.n.vasilescu@tue.nl>, Alexander Serebrenik <a.serebrenik@tue.nl>, and Mark van den Brand 
<M.G.J.v.d.Brand@tue.nl>).

We thank you in advance for your participation in this study. We plan to include the results of this 
survey in a scienti@c publication. Individual responses cannot be traced back to an individual 
respondent. However, expressing your interest to be informed about any resulting publication will 
require a contact email address.

If you have any additional comments, please feel free to use the text box at the end, or to contact 
us directly.

* Required

Do you consent to participate in the survey? *

 Yes

 No

12% completed

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Continue »

Edit this form

The team is everyone

Gender is surprisingly salient

Positive/negative/no effects of diversity
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@ghtorrent Jan 2014 data dump 
[Gousios et al]
http://ghtorrent.org

2.6M projects 

http://ghtorrent.org


MINING GITHUB

Active projects:
- Jan 1, 2008 - Jan 2, 2014
- ≥100 commits
- ≥90 days 
- ≥4 contributors

2.6M projects 
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2.6M projects 

Bing Maps + Heuristics

USABogdan +

male

Name frequency tables 
for 30 countries

Infer genders 
(93% precision)

http://github.com/tue-mdse/genderComputer
http://github.com/tue-mdse/countryNameManager

• Gender, representation and online participation: A quantitative study. 
Vasilescu, B., Capiluppi, A., and Serebrenik, A. Interacting with Computers 2014

http://github.com/tue-mdse/genderComputer
http://github.com/tue-mdse/countryNameManager
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! Explore Gist Blog Help
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#

$

1
Follower

0
Starred

0
Following

Andrea Hidalgo
andreah90

Columbus, OH
Andrea.hidalgo90@gmail.com
Joined on Nov 24, 2014

 % Contributions  & Repositories  ' Public activity

Search GitHub bvasiles + ( ) *

++  FollowFollow , 

Contribution activity

Popular repositories

& hello-world
A spanking new repository

0 ⋆

& rock-paper-scissors
Simple game. First project.

0 ⋆

Summary of Pull Requests, issues opened, and commits. . Less  More

Public contributions

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

7 total
Apr 14, 2014 – Apr 14, 2015

Longest streak

1 day
November 24 – November 24

Current streak

0 days
Last contributed 3 months ago

Learn more     

 1 week 

andreah90 has no activity during this period.

Status API Training Shop Blog About© 2015 GitHub, Inc. Terms Privacy Security Contact !

No contributions on Jul 9, 2014

! Explore Gist Blog Help
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#

$

%

&

246
Followers

109
Starred

1
Following

Andrea Reginato
andreareginato

Lelylan
Milan
andrea.reginato@gmail.com
http://www.twitter.com/andrear…
Joined on Dec 1, 2008

 ' Contributions  ( Repositories  ) Public activity

Search GitHub bvasiles + * + ,

--  FollowFollow . 

Contribution activity

Popular repositories

( betterspecs
RSpec Best Practices

1,747 ⋆

( oauth-ng
AngularJS directive for the OAuth 2.0 Implicit …

206 ⋆

( redis-throttle
Rack middleware for rate-limiting incoming HT…

98 ⋆

( simple-oauth2
A simple Node.js client library for Oauth2

90 ⋆

( conference_site
A conference site that can be used for your ne…

25 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

( lelylan/devices-dashboard-ng
Lelylan Devices Dashboard

10 ⋆

( lelylan/device-directive-ng
AngularJS directive to control the physical world

21 ⋆

( lelylan/type-directive-ng
AngularJS type component for Lelylan

1 ⋆

( lelylan/lab-projects
Lelylan Lab Projects

5 ⋆

( lelylan/nodes
Gateway between lelylan and any hardware d…

0 ⋆

Summary of Pull Requests, issues opened, and commits. . Less  More

Public contributions

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,045 total
Apr 14, 2014 – Apr 14, 2015

Longest streak

8 days
October 17 – October 24

Current streak

0 days
Last contributed 19 days ago

Learn more     

 1 week 

andreareginato has no activity during this period.

Status API Training Shop Blog About© 2015 GitHub, Inc. Terms Privacy Security Contact !

Italy USA

2.6M projects 

Location matters!
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• Mining email social networks. Bird, C., et al. MSR 2006
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2.6M projects 

Merge aliases

Laurent Gautier  - laurent@cbs.dtu.dk 

Laurent Gautier  - s010592@student.dtu.dk 

Laurent           - lgautier@gmail.com 

            - lgautier@altern.org

INTUITION:
• first name 
• email prefix 
• first initial + last name 
…

• Mining email social networks. Bird, C., et al. MSR 2006

mailto:lgautier@altern.org
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Productivity
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(coeff. variation)
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Project 
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Mining

2.6M projects 

23K projects
(671K devs,  10.7M commits)

[Vasilescu et al, MSR’15]
• http://bvasiles.github.io/papers/msr_data15.pdf
• https://github.com/bvasiles/diversity

! Explore Gist Blog Help

HTTPS clone URL

You can clone with HTTPS, SSH,
or Subversion. 

diversity / 

latest&commit&a1d6263472

A data set for social diversity studies of GitHub teams — Edit

Updated to match camera-ready

 bvasiles authored 21 days ago

" LICENSE Initial commit 2 months ago

" README.md Updated readme 2 months ago

" diversity_data.csv Updated to match camera-ready 21 days ago

Search bvasiles + # $ %

0 01& Unwatch ⋆ Star ( Forkbvasiles / diversity)

* Code

+ Issues 0

,  Pull requests 0

- Wiki

. Pulse

/ Graphs

0 Settings

https://github.com/bvasiles/diversity.git1

?

2 Clone in Desktop

3 Download ZIP

 4 commits  1 branch  0 releases  1 contributor7 6 8 9

455 6  master branch: +

1

- README.md

A data set for social diversity studies of GitHub teams

The data is presented in CSV format and can be directly imported in R. It contains a number of
standard measures of (GitHub) activity, including number of committers, team size (committers, pull
request submitters, commenters, etc.), number of commits (the most encompassing form of coding
contribution to a GitHub project and a representative facet of developer productivity in open source),
number of comments (on commits, pull requests, and issues; a measure of the project’s social
activity), number of issues opened, number of forks, and number of watchers.

Then, for each quarter (at least 4 quarters of data per project, by construction), we compute the
project age (in quarters), the number of female and male contributors, the genders and countries
of team members (at least 75% resolved, by construction), their GitHub tenures (in days; capturing
global GitHub presence, based on account creation date), commit tenures (in days; capturing global
coding experience, based on participation in any GitHub repository), and project tenures (in
quarters; local project experience, not restricted to coding), the numbers of contributors leaving
(i.e., active in the previous quarter but inactive now), joining (defined analogously), and staying in the
team (i.e., in common between w.r.t. previous quarter), as well as the turnover ratio (i.e., the fraction
of the team in a given quarter that is different with respect to previous quarter).

Finally, we compute Blau indices of team gender and country diversity, a well-established diversity
measure for categorical variables, and coefficients of variation for GitHub, commit, and project
tenure, as measures of team tenure diversity.

diversity

Status API Training Shop Blog About© 2015 GitHub, Inc. Terms Privacy Security Contact !

This repository

http://bvasiles.github.io/papers/msr_data15.pdf
https://github.com/bvasiles/diversity
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…

B 2010-09-21 11 2075 578 Q4 71 169 83 0.03 0.66 0.87
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Q6 186 367 119 0.06 0.80 0.86

Q7 129 453 114 0.08 0.85 0.82
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…
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…
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INCREASED DIVERSITY CORRELATES TO HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity
(#commits/quarter)

Team size Project age
Overall project 

activity

+ + -

positive; highly stat 
significant; stable across 
different team sizes+

positive; highly stat 
significant; for mid-size 
& large teams

Gender 
diversity

Commit 
tenure 
diversity

+

But small effects!



Gender 
diversity

Team size
Med project 

tenure
Overall project 

activity

Commit/
project 
tenure 
diversity

+ - -
+

positive; highly 
stat significant

Turnover (fraction team 
new w.r.t. prev. quarter)

❌

NO EFFECT OF GENDER DIVERSITY ON TURNOVER

But small effects!



Which is more effective?

Other confounds held fixed, higher team diversity (gender & tenure) 
is associated with increased code production, 
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HOW CAN WE IMPROVE THINGS?

10.9% 18% 17%

5.8% ~5%

Community culture + Platform design



GENDER BIASES

• Programming skills 
• Gender
• Real name 
• Social skills 
• Country of residence 
• Personality 
• Reputation as programmer 
• Ethnicity 
• Employment 
• GitHub experience 
• Educational level 
• Age 
• Hobbies 
• Political views

… for (none other / few other / most other) team members

74% 
48% 
45% 
42% 
40% 
39% 
31% 
30% 
30% 
28% 
26% 
23% 
11% 
4%

Developers are aware of each other’s gender

<—> Demographics not salient 
is OSS [Riordan & Shore]

Which of the following characteristics of your team 
members are you aware of?

SURVEY: SALIENCE OF DEMOGRAPHICS



GENDER BIASES - PULL REQUEST ACCEPTANCE

Terrell J, Kofink A, Middleton J, Rainear C, Murphy-Hill E, Parnin C, Stallings J. (2017) Gender differences and 
bias in open source: pull request acceptance of women versus men. PeerJ Computer Science 3:e111
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Following

ashley williams
ashleygwilliams

npm, inc
ridgewood, queens, NYC
ashley666ashley@gmail.com
http://ashleygwilliams.github.io/
Joined on Oct 31, 2011

Organizations

    

 ' Contributions  ( Repositories  ) Public activity

Search GitHub * +

++  FollowFollow , 

Popular repositories

( breakfast-repo
a collection of videos, recordings, and podcast…

208 ⋆

( x86-kernel
a simple x86 kernel, extended with Rust

48 ⋆

( ashleygwilliams.github.io
hi, i'm ashley. nice to meet you.

37 ⋆

( jsconf-2015-deck
deck for jsconf2015 talk, "if you wish to learn e…

32 ⋆

( ratpack
sinatra boilerplate using activerecord, sqlite, a…

32 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

( npm/docs
The place where all the npm docs live.

44 ⋆

( mozilla/publish.webmaker.org
The teach.org publishing service for goggles a…

2 ⋆

( npm/marky-markdown
npm's markdown parser

104 ⋆

( artisan-tattoo/assistant-frontend
ember client for assistant-API

5 ⋆

( npm/npm-camp
a community conference for all things npm

1 ⋆

Summary of pull requests, issues opened, and commits. Learn how we count contributions. Less  More

Public contributions

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,886 total
Jan 24, 2015 – Jan 24, 2016

Longest streak

37 days
October 7 – November 12

Current streak

7 days
January 18 – January 24
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ridgewood, queens, NYC
ashley666ashley@gmail.com
http://ashleygwilliams.github.io/
Joined on Oct 31, 2011
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 ' Contributions  ( Repositories  ) Public activity

Search GitHub * +

++  FollowFollow , 

Popular repositories

( breakfast-repo
a collection of videos, recordings, and podcast…

208 ⋆

( x86-kernel
a simple x86 kernel, extended with Rust

48 ⋆

( ashleygwilliams.github.io
hi, i'm ashley. nice to meet you.

37 ⋆

( jsconf-2015-deck
deck for jsconf2015 talk, "if you wish to learn e…

32 ⋆

( ratpack
sinatra boilerplate using activerecord, sqlite, a…

32 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

( npm/docs
The place where all the npm docs live.

44 ⋆

( mozilla/publish.webmaker.org
The teach.org publishing service for goggles a…

2 ⋆

( npm/marky-markdown
npm's markdown parser

104 ⋆

( artisan-tattoo/assistant-frontend
ember client for assistant-API

5 ⋆

( npm/npm-camp
a community conference for all things npm

1 ⋆

Summary of pull requests, issues opened, and commits. Learn how we count contributions. Less  More

Public contributions

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,886 total
Jan 24, 2015 – Jan 24, 2016

Longest streak

37 days
October 7 – November 12

Current streak

7 days
January 18 – January 24
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INCLUSIVENESS - GAMIFICATION?

Women shy away from competition and men embrace it.
Muriel Niederle and Lise Vesterlund. Do women shy away from competition? Do men 
compete too much? The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(3):1067–1101, 2007. 

Women disengage quicker.
Gender, representation and online participation: A quantitative study. 
Vasilescu, B., Capiluppi, A., and Serebrenik, A. Interacting with Computers 2014
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INCREASED DIVERSITY CORRELATES TO HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity
(#commits/quarter)

Team size Project age
Overall project 

activity

+ + -

positive; highly stat 
significant; stable across 
different team sizes+

positive; highly stat 
significant; for mid-size 
& large teams

Gender 
diversity

Commit 
tenure 
diversity

+

But small effects!
HOW CAN WE IMPROVE THINGS?

10.9% 18% 17%

5.8% ~5%

Community culture + Platform design

• Programming skills 
• Gender
• Real name 
• Social skills 
• Country of residence 
• Personality 
• Reputation as programmer 
• Ethnicity 
• Employment 
• GitHub experience 
• Educational level 
• Age 
• Hobbies 
• Political views

… for (none other / few other / most other) team members

74% 
48% 
45% 
42% 
40% 
39% 
31% 
30% 
30% 
28% 
26% 
23% 
11% 
4%

Developers are aware of each other’s gender

<—> Demographics not salient 
is OSS [Riordan & Shore]

Which of the following characteristics of your team 
members are you aware of?

SURVEY: SALIENCE OF DEMOGRAPHICS
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GENDER DIVERSITY IN ONLINE SOFTWARE TEAMS


